This paper reflects on Cosgrove and Jackson's 1987 Area paper 'New directions in cultural geography', discussing its place within British geography in the 1980s, the associated conferences organised through the Institute of British Geographers, the continuing resonance of its themes, and the nature of a 'classic' paper. Historical analysis is combined with personal memory to consider the paper's role in generating a 'new' cultural geography.
these were generally realised, and some themes vouched in 1987 continue to be claimed as novel; recent calls for geographical storytelling are anticipated by the 1980s anthropological concern for 'writing culture', while suggestions of a 'green' cultural geography resonate with debates over the Anthropocene. If Cosgrove and Jackson came to their cultural paper through different trajectories -historical geography and social geography respectively -and would subsequently develop very different bodies of work in the humanities and social sciences, 'New Directions' represented an important point of conjunction, notably as a meeting point of humanities geography and contemporary cultural studies. While some geographical works in this century have consciously distanced themselves from the new directions of 1987, notably to claim a nonrepresentational approach, the novelty of recent 'newer' approaches can be overstressed; aesthetics and materiality, everyday life and politics, creativity and action, all informed these older new directions. 1987 continues to chart our present. 1 It is instructive to reflect on what it was to be new in 1987, and on the spaces through which 'New directions' emerged. Cosgrove and Jackson's opening summary notes that:
"The issues reviewed in this paper will be among those discussed at the forthcoming Social Geography Study Group conference at University College London" (Cosgrove and Jackson 1987, 95) . Two things are worth noting here. First, this was a study group of the Institute of British Geographers, before the contested merger with the Royal Geographical Society, where the IBG has since effectively become the research division, its name surviving only in brackets. Secondly, this was a Social Geography rather than a Cultural Geography group. Cultural geography had no formal presence in the IBG at this time, and the 1987 conference helped encourage the 1988 renaming of the SGSG as the Social and Cultural Geography Study Group. The process is described by Chris Philo in his introduction to the 1991 collection New Words, New Worlds (in which Cosgrove and Jackson both feature), itself a product of a September 1991 study group conference in Edinburgh "reconceptualising social and cultural geography"; an event itself prompted by the deliberations of an IBG Limited Life Working Party on the state of social and cultural geography (Philo 1991) . New directions are shaped by bureaucratic motions, and the emergence of cultural geography in its present form indeed owes much to the workings of the old IBG, which offered, whatever its predominant preoccupations, a space and machinery through which efforts could be made to foster difference and novelty. Annual IBG conferences took place in January, rotating around different universities or polytechnics, with vacant winter student halls offering standard accommodation for all, basic facilities through which to work. Cold confinements made for a particular style of geographical collective, rather different to present summer, and generally metropolitan, annual gatherings.
As a postgraduate committee member of the study group as it underwent its name change, and as one of the academic committee organising the 'New Words, New Worlds' presented 'A symphonic poem of a cathedral city', the abstract stating: "One focus of experiential geography is the senses by which we engage the world. After a verbal introduction, a collage of sounds of Durham is arranged to illustrate the music of geography". Pocock's presentation remains in the memory for its notable and indeed brave style, and for the argument which followed over the seemingly apolitical nature of humanistic enquiry, and over aesthetic claims to present the essence of place. In retrospect, the playing on cassette tape of an artfully and carefully arranged symphonic poem of a city within a geography conference might leap from 1987 to 2016 with ease (as should the critical discussion which followed afterwards). Questions of sound, experience and landscape (and indeed questions of 'Images of Britain') remain pertinent in today's geography. The recent vogue for geographical excavations of disciplinary classics, in Area and elsewhere, does not necessarily imply any admiration for composition, for writerly complexity, for hidden depths. Some of Calvino's other 'classic' qualities do however register with 'New directions', and indicate why a 1987 paper might be worth revisiting, or visiting. Given the contentious disciplinary memory surrounding a term such as 'new cultural geography', Calvino's definition 7 is pertinent: "The classics are those books which come to us bearing the aura of previous interpretations, and trailing behind them the traces they have left in the culture or cultures (or just in the languages and customs) through which they have passed" (5). Definition 8 follows: "A classic is a work which constantly generates a pulviscular cloud of critical discourse around it, but which always shakes the particles off" (6). The revisiting of disciplinary classics may both supplement the cloud, and help its parting.
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In his definition 1, Calvino notes how people "usually" say they are "rereading" rather than "reading" the classics: "At least this is the case with those people whom one presumes are 'well read'; it does not apply to the young, since they are at an age when their contact with the world, and with the classics which are part of that world, is important precisely because it is their first such contact" (3). Calvino continues: "The iterative prefix 're-' ... can represent a small act of hypocrisy on the part of people ashamed to admit they have not read a famous book" (3). So if you have never read Cosgrove and Jackson (1987) , whether this would be your umpteenth rereading, whether you claim recall over three decades, or if you simply think you know what it says; do read it.
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